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QUANTUS GALLEY – 
A BOLD E NTR ANCE 
I NTO TH E LON DON 
ART MAR KET

Quantus Gallery was a bold move by the founders 
and senior management, comprising of a successful 
entrepreneur who already owns a successful art gallery, a 
tech-guru and an ex-IFA (Independent Financial Advisor) 
with over 30 successful years of advising private clients.

We have made a bold entrance into the London art 
market and, since our launch, we have strived to build 
on such a positive start. Major news channels and 
industry specific podcasts have invited us to speak 
about our business, the art market, the future for the 
gallery, our plans for expansion and, more importantly, 
the art consultancy service we are offer our clients. We 
regularly feature on expert panels to discuss the art 
market with likeminded individuals and have recently 
started to host private networking events at our gallery.

Our launch was a glamourous event attended by the press, 
celebrities, art lovers, art collectors, art enthusiasts, family and 
friends and a select number of prospective investors, all of whom 
were suitably impressed with how the evening went and the art we 
had chosen to display. Sales of art during the launch surpassed our 
expectations and the following morning we were delighted with the 
myriad of positive reviews and articles in the papers and online.

We are delighted with how the business has very rapidly established 
itself as a major player and intend to build on this success to 
benefit the artists we represent and the clients we advise.

We hope this brochure provides you with all the information 
you require in order to evaluate our expert art consultancy 
and investment services. Our expert team of art consultants 
are on hand to answer any questions you may have.



 
OPAKE, SANITY THROUGH REPETITION EXHIBITION, 2022
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WHY I NVE ST I N ART ?
Recently we’ve seen the pound sink in value, inflation 
spiral to over 10%, political uncertainty in the UK, the 
continuation of the war in the Ukraine and Moody’s has 
downgraded the UK’s economic outlook to “negative”. 

Despite these incredibly unsettling factors, records 
continue to be broken in the global art market. 
Christie’s, Sotheby’s and Phillips reported a 25% 
increase in sales between January and July 
this year which equates to a total of £6.5bn in 
comparison to £5.2bn for the same period in 2021. 

However, it’s not just the headline-making multi-million pound 
artworks that are responsible for this surge. Sales of lower 
priced artworks which are categorised as entry level pieces 
priced £10K and below have doubled in 2022. With the world 
recovering from the global pandemic, collectors and investors 
are returning to art galleries and exhibitions and art fairs that 
were missing from the calendar are now back in full swing.

History shows us that art is used as a safe, stable and secure 
investment vehicle during times of economic uncertainty 
so, with the impending recession that many economists are 
predicting will be long and deep, investors are turning to this 
tried, tested and proven investment strategy not only to protect 
their wealth but also to achieve high levels of capital growth.

At times like these, individuals should adopt the same strategies 
adopted by the world’s wealthiest investors, most of whom 
increase the percentage of their portfolios invested into alternative 
investments like property, art, commodities and other collectible 
assets and decrease the percentage of their portfolios into 
traditional bank related products like shares, funds and bonds. In 
some cases, over 50% of their portfolios are invested into this sector 
which is seen as a safe-haven during times of economic uncertainty.

Art is one of the most popular safe havens, mainly due to the 
fact that the price of art does not correlate with the stock 
market. In other words, when share prices fall, art prices 
remain unaffected. One of the main reasons behind this 
investment phenomenon is, quite simply, where the capital 
that drives the market is derived from and, in this case, it 
originates from very wealthy individuals who continue, and 
in most cases increase the amount of art they purchase.
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YOU R I NVE STM E NT. 
OU R PL AN

Below are the 8 tried, tested and proven stages 
implemented in an art investment strategy:

ARTIST SELECTION 
– our art investments start with process of selecting a 
suitable artist to represent. We ensure that the artist is 
producing investment-grade artwork and that they will 
participate in our promotional events and media activities.

LAUNCH  – once we have signed an artist, 
we usually hold a launch event for them at the gallery which 
is covered by various news channels and media publications 
with articles and interviews being published which will are then 
promoted on our and the artist’s social media platforms.

INVESTMENT 
PROMOTION 
– on the night of the launch, the artwork is made available 
to the investors who have attended the show and then to 
our other prospective and existing clients the next day.

STORAGE OR 
DELIVERY  - once you have purchased 
an artwork, you have the option to either have it delivered 
to enjoy at home or business or have it placed into our 
fully insured storage partner’s temperature and humidity-
controlled facility where they store museum grade artwork.

1
2

3
4
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7

OWNERSHIP 
DOCUMENTS
– at this stage you will be provided with the necessary 
ownership documents for your acquisition.

ARTIST PROMOTION 
– Quantus Gallery then embarks upon implementing the 
artist’s roadmap which will include numerous promotional 
activities with a view to increase the market for and 
collectability of the artwork. These activities are known 
as life events and, the more life events that an artist has 
accomplished, the higher the value of their artwork.

INCREASING 
THE VALUE OF 
ARTWORK  – as and when we have 
accomplished enough life events to achieve the targeted 
increase in the artwork’s value, we would explore the options 
for the sale of the artwork which may be as a private sale 
to one of our other investors or collectors, via a physical 
or online auction, via a show in our gallery or via one of 
the many online art platforms we have access to.

SALE OF ARTWORK 
- once we have your approval, the sale will be completed and 
then the proceeds of the sale will be distributed. The sum used 
as the initial purchase price will be returned to you together 
with 80% of the profit. 20% of the profit is Quantus Gallery’s fee 
for our service which we have implemented at the end of the 
investment process to show our clients that we are committed 
to their success and that we aim to achieve the highest level 
of profit possible as your success dictates our success.
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BANKSY, 2003
BOMB LOVE



R E D -CH I P ART VS 
B LU E -CH I P ART

A RED-chip artist is an emerging artist with 
a proven track record of sales resulting in 
an increase in the value of their artwork. 
They have been featured in the press 
and have a social media following. 

They may also have won awards. Most importantly, 
they are looking for representation from a commercial 
gallery to take them to the next level in their career.

A red-chip artist would be seen as the equivalent 
to a well-established profitable company listed 
on a global stock market but not quite big enough 
to be included in the FTSE 100, for example.

A BLUE-chip artist would be seen as the 
equivalent to a very well-established, highly 
successful and incredibly profitable company 
listed on a global stock market which would 
feature as one of the largest companies 
operating in their sector so, typically, one 
of the FTSE 100 companies, for example.

Blue-chip art has been created by the most recognised 
artists which are, in most cases, household names. 
Typically, their work is sold for high sums at auctions and 
enthusiasts flock to museums to see their artwork.

Investors who buy blue-chip artwork consider their 
acquisitions as part of their overall investment portfolio. 
The idea is to buy a piece of artwork by a well-known 
artist and wait for it to increase in value. However, buying 
artwork from a well-known artist means that they are 
already well-known and there is, in many cases, less 
room for capital growth over the medium term.

As a general rule-of-thumb, red-chip artists offer the best 
opportunity for significant capital growth over the medium 
term and would require a lower level of capital to acquire 
their artwork. Blue-chip artwork is already priced quite high so 
the room for capital growth over the medium term is lower.
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TH E CONTE M POR ARY 
ART MAR KET

Contemporary art is defined as art created by 
artists born after 1945. The market for contemporary 
art in the UK will soon overtake post-war art as 
the most popular category or “creative period” 
and already accounts for a huge percentage of 
the overall market. The graph below shows the 
growth in the Global art market since 1986:

The graph clearly shows:

There was a huge peak for all creative periods in 
2008 which coincided with the credit crunch and was 
when the world entered a state of deep recession. 
This peak in demand was caused by investors 
buying art to protect and grow their wealth.

There has been a steady level of exponential growth 
in the art market since the turn of the century.

The market for “modern art” remains 
relatively flat since peaking in 2009.

Contemporary art is set to overtake post-
war art as the most popular category or 
“creative period” and already accounts for a 
huge percentage of the overall market
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H I G H LI G HTS FROM TH E 
2 02 1 CONTE M POR ARY 
ART MAR KET:

A record turnover of $2.7bn in 2021 which was 
double the turnover of the previous year.

A record number of active 34,602 artists indicating 
the huge growth in demand for contemporary art.

A record number of 102,000 transactions 
in a single calendar year which is the first 
time over 100,000 works of contemporary art 
have been sold at auction in a year. This is 10 
times the volume sold in the early 2000s.

Over 90% of contemporary art sold last 
year was below the £17,000 mark.

Works by 1,284 artists were selling at 
auction for the very first time.

Third to the US and China, the UK was responsible 
for 16% of the total amount of contemporary 
art sold in 2021. Per capita, the UK was 1st.

There were £365 million of contemporary art sales 
in the UK which was second to the US where £766 
million of contemporary art was sold at auction. 
However, on a per capita basis, the UK was miles 
ahead in first place so a higher percentage 
of the population of the UK are buying more 
contemporary art than any other country on earth.
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OU R OUTLOOK ON 
DI G ITAL ART

Part of our state-of-the-art gallery is dedicated to 
showcasing the digital art created by the artists 
we represent. It offers collectors and enthusiasts 
a fully immersive digital art experience in order 
to fully appreciate the works on offer.

In the same way that street art wasn’t initially accepted 
as a legitimate art-form when it first emerged back in 
the 1970s and 1980s, digital art continues to divide the art 
world. One fact remains, it is here to stay. The technology 
behind non-fungible tokens has been implemented in 
a whole host of licensing and certification applications 
although most people associate NFTs with the art world.

Since their inception, artists have been creating digital copies 
of their physical art such as a photograph or painting. The 
market evolved very quickly and artists started to create unique 
digital works of art. The most famous and, to date, the most 
expensive piece of digital art ever sold is Beeple’s “Everydays: 
The First 5000 Days” which was sold at auction in 2001 for 
$69.3 million. More importantly, when news of the sale hit the 
headlines, it firmly established digital art as an accepted artform 
and the term “digital art” became a household phrase.

As with all markets, there have been highs and lows and 
peaks and troughs. It is now widely accepted and was 
reported in May 2022 by Forbes that the market for digital 
art is now maturing which offers investors, collectors and 
artists a much more stable platform to create and sell art.

We are now seeing creatives around the world pushing the 
boundaries of digital art to transform the way it’s appreciated 
on a global scale and, as Europe’s first digital art gallery, 
Quantus Gallery has and continues to help artists and 
investors benefit from this constantly evolving market.

A collaboration between the Bank of England, HM Treasury and 
the Royal Mint has been established to create a government 
backed NFT in the form of a digital currency based on sterling 
as part of an effort to present the UK as a digital and crypto 
friendly business environment. With huge developments in the 
digital world like this taking place, the market for digital art is 
set to continue to evolve and mature which, naturally, will offer 
investors the opportunity to generate significant capital growth.
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DE LIVE RY OR 
STOR AG E

After a suitable artwork is identified for your portfolio, 
you have the option to take delivery of the artwork or 
place it into storage with one of our storage partners. 

If you have bought a piece of artwork purely for 
investment purposes and would not want the artwork 
hanging on the wall of your home or do not want 
the stress of having to take care of the artwork or 
insure it, we would strongly recommend that you 
choose the storage option. Our storage partners 
are experts in their field and deal with the shipping, 
handling and safe storage of museum-grade 
artwork every day so your investment will be in safe 
hands until the day it is sold. The safe storage and 
insurance of your artwork is included in the price 
so there are no hidden charges to worry about.

However, if you acquired the artwork as an investment 
and also because you love how it looks then taking 
delivery of the artwork and hanging it at home is 
an option we would encourage you to consider. 
Please make sure you have sufficient home contents 
insurance in place if this is the option you choose. 
Depending on where you live, their may be a delivery 
charge so please ask your art consultant for a quote.

Talk to one of our advisors today to find 
out which is the best option for you.
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RADEK HUSAK, 2022
MIRRORED (XIX)
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OU R GALLE RY
Our gallery offers art collectors, enthusiasts, experts, 
investors and individuals who are just curious about 
art, a very welcoming space with a diverse selection 
of both physical and digital art together with a team 
of experts on hand to answer any of your questions 
and guide you through the entire investment process.

We are open Monday to Friday from 10:00 
until 18:00 and on Saturday from 10:00 until 
16:00. Sunday is by appointment only.
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“Although I was trepidatious at first, Daniel’s 
informative nature and confidence in the product 
and gallery soon inspired confidence”

“I just wanted to give a big shout out to Micheila and the team 
at Quantus gallery. They have shown nothing but professionalism 
and have shown me the upmost attention from start to finish.”

“I look forward to working together with both Daniel and 
Quantus in a long a fruitful working relationship”

“Quantus Gallery’s customer experience is excellent”

“I never felt that any question I had was silly and look 
forward to working with them in the future.”

“I am very excited for the future of Quantus”

“James had a good understanding of my long-term goals. Was 
great in explaining how he could help me achieve this.”

“Very professional service and advice. Highly 
recommended the investment.”

“The gallery is beautifully put together & Micheila is 
very knowledgeable. She has helped me to understand 
& have faith in a market I had zero knowledge on. 
Everyone at Quantus has been amazing, thank you.”

“James was informative and very helpful, 
answering my many questions.”

 

WHY WE AR E R ATE D 
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FR EQU E NTLY AS KE D 
QU E STION S

What is the minimum investment?

Investments start from as little as £1,500 although we can 
and do cater for much larger investments. On average 
our portfolios range from on average £50k-£100k.

How long would you recommend that 
I hold on to the artwork for?

Ideally you should aim to hold on to the 
artwork for between 2 to 3 years.

What are the costs and charges involved?

Our pricing includes insurance and storage of the 
artwork so the price you pay is fixed and final. There is a 
commission charged at the end of the investment which is 
20% of the profit of the final sale price of the artwork.

Where is the artwork stored?

The artwork is stored in a central London location with 
one of our storage partners who specialise in transporting 
and storing museum grade artwork. The exact location 
cannot be published for security reasons.

How do you help me to sell the artwork?

We will assist you in selling the artwork by either placing the 
work with a private collector from our extensive database, 
hanging the work for sale in our gallery, marketing the 
work online through art platforms such as Artsy and Artnet 
or placing the work with a major auction house.

Can I sell the artwork quickly?

If you experience a change of circumstances and need to sell 
your artwork quickly, please get in touch with us and we will 
endeavour to find a buyer as quickly as we can. However, a quick 
sale may affect the profit potential of the artwork and we cannot 
guarantee that you will get back your original investment amount.



RADEK HUSAK, 2022
DUALITY I / FORMERLY MIRRORED XXXXVII
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Are there any tax implications?

Yes. Capital Gains Tax is payable on the profit generated from 
the sale of a work of art worth £6,000 or more. However, for the 
tax year 2022-2023 is £12,300 so, unless you have used all of 
your CGT allowance, the gains will be free of tax. Please do not 
take this information as tax advice and refer to a tax advisor 
for information regarding your own personal tax situation.

What are the risks involved in an art investment?

Art is not a liquid asset and like any asset, the value of 
art can rise as well as fall. There may be a risk that the 
projected returns are not achieved depending on the chosen 
artist’s performance and their future collectability.

What are the projected returns?

Art investments have averaged a return of 8.43% since 
2000 and has outperformed the FTSE by over 400% between 
2000 and 2020 and there is nothing to suggest that these 
returns aren’t set to continue. In recent months, the sale of 
art has increased considerably which is why we predict a 
conservative return of approximately 8% to 12% per annum.

Is investing in art safe?

Yes, quite simply because you will own a tangible, physical 
asset. By investing in stocks, bonds or ISAs you are investing 
in an idea or an assumption that the economy and the 
markets will work favourably and generate a capital return. 
With art you will own the asset and, should you wish, you 
can view it in person or even hang it in your own home.

What is predicted for the future of the art market?

Whilst nobody can predict the future, the art market has 
historical resilience when it comes to market crashes. During 
the recent 2007 financial collapse, the art market was at 
an all-time high and did not even start to falter until a few 
years later and, even at that point, there was no significant 
drop, just a general market plateau. We are currently nearing 
those highs again, according to the Mei Moses Index.

What security does an art investment offer?

By owning a tangible asset such as a piece of art, you have 
security in something physical that is not affected by news 
reports or market movements or Brexit. Quantus Gallery will 
provide certificates of ownership and a valuation so you will 
have all of the documents you need for insurance and security 
and, more importantly, peace of mind. We also offer you the 
option of professional storage or display so you can be sure 
that nothing untoward will ever happen to your investment.
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LAUREN BAKER, 2021
AURIC FIELD AMETHYST



FOR FURTHER DETAILS ON 
ANY OF THE INFORMATION 
CONTAINED WITHIN THIS 
DOCUMENT, PLEASE CONTACT:

info@quantusgallery.com

11-29 Fashion Street, London, E1 6PX

UK: 020 8145 1000
International: +44 20 8145 1000

www.quantusgallery.com




